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PLAY IS THE KEY. 
ART IS THE LEVER. 
MAKING IS THE 
PROCESS.

We actively promote playful art and

making as a way to exercise and hone

your creativity. Build skills, use tools,

share ideas, develop confidence and be

yourself. 

2 / CREATE-ABLE CRITTERS

Using recycled plastics, create fantastical

creatures who have a story to tell about the

impact of plastics and throw-away objects on our

wellbeing and the natural environment.

3 / FANTASTICAL BOTANICALS

Explore our streetscapes. Look into

the cracks. What can you see? We focus

on colour theory, drawing and painting

techniques to bring urban creatures to l ife in a

final 3D soft sculpture.

1 / HOMES AND CITIES
Roll up your sleeves, don your hardhat and get

serious with materials and tools to shape your

own city. What wil l you design? 

THEMES, DREAMS 
& INBETWEEN 
Our themes are guided by the ideas and

imaginings of participants. We hope the

following sample sessions will spark

creative thinking, exploration and fruitful

failings! 

Our Urbanarium series is dedicated to 

understanding the world through 

different eyes, exploring place and 

uncovering the layers of the 

environment around us. Here are some

samples... 

Session content may change without notice.
Check scheduled sessions for details at
http://kindlingcreative.eventbrite.com

We offer after school drop-in

sessions, day-long holiday sessions

or customised sessions on request.



You can discover more about 
a person in an hour of play 
than a lifetime of 
conversation. 

We acknowledge the Whadjuk Nyoongar people, the original custodians of this land on which we
work and play and pay our respects to Elders past, present and young creatives coming through. 
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Plato



SPACE TO PLAY. 
A PLACE TO CREATE. 
Our sessions take place in everyday,

homely spaces to promote a 'safe space' to

develop skills and have conversations that

promote confidence, connection and

creativity.  

Our workshop atmosphere often slows

down and quietens as participants get into

the flow of their making! 

2 / AROUND THE KITCHEN TABLE

preparation is the key to acting on an idea
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3 / GELIPRINTING

Learn a range of printing techniques and

make beautiful printed objects with

everyday items found in your kitchen .

1 / ECO PAINTING

Nature is full of colours .  Making paints from

scratch celebrates the natural process of

things .  The world is awash with colour !  

Our Eco-play series celebrates our

human drive to experiment and

innovate. For centuries, humans have

found the best formula for creative pursuits

such as painting, sewing, and sculpting to

be right where they lived and what

was available on the land around them. 

Here are some samples...

2 / AT THE KITCHEN TABLE

Making prints with jelly?? Yes !  Work with what

you have to produce stunning overlays and

patterns using a gelatine plate .

Session content may change without notice.
Check scheduled sessions for details at
http://kindlingcreative.eventbrite.com



Every child has the right to 
rest and leisure, to engage 

in play and recreational 
activities appropriate to the 

age of the child and to 
participate freely in cultural 

life and the arts. 
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Article 31 UNCRC

Play encourages mindfulness. It helps us value the moment.



CREATIVITY. THE 
MORE YOU USE, THE 
MORE YOU HAVE. 

Our workshop series are designed to

build children's ideas from one session to

the next, enabling their ideas to take

shape and grow as their skills grow.  
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When we play and work with our hands and our

bodies, our brain has space to think more

clearly. You can free your mind by working with

your hands. Use tools, wood, cardboard and

other materials to grow your idea.

2 / SCULPTING AND SHAPING

3 / #ICANHANDLETHIS

1 / WILDING THE CHILD

A self discovery journey with the face painting

and mask making to create beautiful designs.

Play with identit ies to become someone you

have always wanted to meet. A great team

building session too. 

In this series, Shape of Me, we are what

we create. We shape ourselves through

our creativity and expression. We reflect

on our connection with others when we 

share our learning, our play and our 

creations.  

Check out these samples...

A simple yet engrossing session where you can

create your own tool or talisman that reminds

you of your strengths and uniqueness. Facing

the world can be daunting at t imes, but, you can

handle it!

Session content may change without notice.
Check scheduled sessions for details at
http://kindlingcreative.eventbrite.com

We keep our session numbers small

(up to 12) so your child has the time

and space to dedicate to their art or

making project. 



Loose parts. Child-friendly
resources with no pre-defined

intent, but infinite play potential!

Child-led game-making and
product development.

A creative mess is better than idle tidiness (Michael J. Fox). 6

FLEXIBLE. 
INCLUSIVE. 
RESPONSIVE.
We offer a range of play and making options

alongside our thematic workshop series. 

2017 Highlights 

Awesome Festival invited workshop (WA Art

Gallery) 

Fringe Festival workshops 

Auskick Awards Night pop-up play space 

West Leederville Primary School Spring Show

pop-up play space 

Loose parts play consulting 

2018 Highlights 

Fringe Festival Workshops 

Leedypalooza Unfair Day, featuring Boxville @

Fringe World (nominated for a Fringe Award) 

Mazza Wines Open Day nature craft play

space 

Loose parts play consulting 

Not to mention numerous customised sessions

for birthday parties, parent evenings, and drop-

in after school activities. Contact us for more!

Quality arts materials and
attention to skill development.



K A T H A R I N A  P O P P
Visual Arts Educator - Print maker

M A R G  O ' C O N N E L L
Education Designer - Maker

Every child has a right to play, recreation and leisure. 6

MEET THE
TEAM 
Katharina Popp (B.Ed, Visual Arts,

Painting, Printmaking, Grad. Cert. ESL)

and Marg O’Connell (B.Arts, Grad Dip

Ed, M.Ed) established Kindling Creative

in 2016. With a combined 20+ years of

educational experience interwoven with

visual arts, creative design and

playwork, Kat and Marg offer children 

and adults a flexible and inspiring array

of artful play and making experiences. 

Kindling Creative spaces promote

respect for the child’s ideas as valid and

valued; for others as they too share their

ideas which are valid and valued; and,

the environment, by minimizing waste,

using what is at hand and sustainable,

and choosing tools and materials wisely. 

Katharina 0402 094 031 

Marg 0402 672 889 

hello@kindlingcreative.com.au 

ABN 93827910579 

Working With Children Cardholders
@kindlingcreativespaces 
@kindlingcreative 
#makespacetocreate 



                         is deep listening and quiet, still 
awareness. It means to 'tune in' so that we come to 
a deeper understanding of the beauty of nature. 

Dadirri recognises our inner spirit that calls us to 
reflect and contemplate the wonders of our world.

Inspired by Miriam Rose Ungunmerr Baumann

Dadirri


